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-------------------------------------------  -   -----------------------------------------------
choral invocation, sung to a melody:

Why are we alive?

Why don't we just die?

Why do we have two eyes, and two ears,

and two noses?

Voice #1: (One nose, stupid)

Voice #2: (no stupid, One nose!)

All: And Three Brains . . .

--   --   --

CYBORG:      We are focussing in on the problems now facing a remote planet, 

on the fringes of our great galaxy, called Earth . . . which seems to be in 

considerable danger of destruction and recolonization by older members of 

their solar system.

   Through insidious means, the aliens are creating androids to rule the planet 

and trick the humans into killing each other off. Their atmosphere (which has 

become what they call polluted) is turning into a suitable one for for the aliens

from another planet and their new pals,

EVERYONE: The ANDROIDS!

CHORUS (singing): What are androids?

ONE PERSON:   Everyone knows they exist among us, undetected, carrying out some foul

conspiracy to eventually take over World Power. Many androids already hold 

high positions in government, especially in military and television. Earth as 

we know it is being systematically destroyed by mutant invisible scheme.
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CLINOID:   No, it's human stupidity.

CYBORG:    An android is not human. It may look and act like a human (after all androids 

once were human) but they are controlled by alien power.

CHORUS (singing): Creatures from another world!

CLINOID:   But what about the inner light beings from a different dimension, beyond 

matter time and space . . . 

CHORUS (singing): Why did they invade the Earth?

CYBORG:    Because these outer spacebeing nourish themselves by eating human brains!

As we all know it is not uncommon for creatures from one planet to travel 

vast distances through space to devour another's mind. 

And Earth brains are a special treat.

CHORUS: Earthbrains are so good to eat

mmm, it tastes like thought-form meat

   (singing) I like space beings.

CYBORG: Usually an alien will neutralize the humanness of an earthling and remove 

most of the brain, in place of which is installed a computerized 

receiver/transmitter device which controls them completely to activate mutant

human response. . .  [musical interlude] . . .Androids don't die!

Voice #2:  All information is automatically fed to master cotrol - the MOTHER SHIP - 

which orbits on the dark side of the moon.

CYBORG: And the humans are easy to control from without.

CLINOID: from within.

[back and forth adlib singing "without/within"]

CYBORG: Here is an admittedly fictional prtrayal of what could be happening right now:

[Flying saucer is set up. Two strangely garbed and limbed Aliens emerge. 
With graceful flowing movements they greet an Android who moves stiffly but 
more humanoid than robot-like. A signal from their interaction cues the written  
music "Electron Jerk" to begin.]
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CYBORG: A human innocent bystander strolls by. 

[with hollow skull addition housing alien food]

ALIEN #1: Well now suppose we just get inside this creature's brain.

You have the Human Neutralizer?

ALIEN #2: [setting up device]  Find out why these earthbeings exist.

[Machine goes on humming, as part 2 of "Electron Jerk" is played. 
Human is wiggling and writhing in agony/ecstasy, while the others sing happily 
surrounding it. When human falls down limp, Aliens and Android victoriously sing 
"We Are Androids" song]

CYBORG: Aliens open skull and eat brains.

ALIEN #1: Now aren't these the best burgers in the galaxy?

[Android installs a blinking electronic gadget into human's head, and the human 
now becomes android. It gets up and together they all sing "We Are Androids" 
again.]

   -------------------------------------  *  -------------------------------------
ACT 2 

[back at the conference]

CYBORG: Gee that's really a shame what's going down there on Earth, but . . .  that's not 

the worst of it yet, my beloved colleagues. After so many generations of 

mutations, one wonders if there are any of our dear sleeping relatives called 

humans left!

CHORUS: I'm a clinoid of a cyborg of a clone 

of an android of an alien.

And all that time I thought you were

a space being . . . in humanoid form,

descended from the stars

to seed the earth,

and found the Old Ones here already 

to combine and form

the dormant SOUL.
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Voice #1: I can find out if I'm an android by trying to kill myself.

We don't get reborn, just repaired.

Voice #2: I'd rather be an android than a clone.

Wouldn't you?

Cyborgs too.

CHORUS: [ incredible confusion going on, changing places where they all think that 
they're something else. The music doesn't make any sense . . . ]

[ FADE OUT ]

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scene 2 

[back at the conference]

CYBORG: This situation on Earth is really getting out of control. 

Practically every planet around has got its greedy claws on those poor 

earthlings. The ONE MIND asks for unity.

Perhaps our Trinitized Custodian from URANTIA would offer his remarks to 

this Intergalactic Conference on Unexplained Phenomena?

URANTIAN:  The planet is under quarantine

and has been ever since the Lucifer Rebellion.

CHORUS: [improv] Lucifer, Lucifer, I Love Lucy

CYBORG: Well that sure puts a damper on things.

Let's hear from Epsilon Boötis.

BOÖTIAN: We have placed a robot satellite probe in the orbit of their moon, 

some 15,000 years before they discovered it by sending their own radio 

messages. 

Eventually, we predict, our telepathic information as amplified by the probe

will, in 500 million years, have speeded up their evolution to the point where

as a unified planetary ONE MIND, [they can] enter the intergalactic web to 

achieve the same result as we are attempting at this conference.
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[applause]

CYBORG: Now that sounds very reassuring, but 500 million years is quite a while isn't 

it?  Perhaps our distinguished ambassador from LISHTA has a viewpoint on 

further speeding earth-human evolution?

LISHTAN: The situation on Earth is nothing new.  

In fact many of my esteemed colleagues at the conference are mere mental 

projections into physical form, of a wandering intelligent life force.

Why don't we as a group mind spontaneously manifest on Earth to spread 

waves of telepathic intercourse through a language they can understand:

As a ROCK and ROLL band!

[ music and dancing like everyone becomes the ONE entity 
- KEHIBNOK ROCK -

which gradually evolves into waves, 
singing meaningful(less) lyrics of transcendence,
the whole thing transforming into larger spirals

which never
END ]
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